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Abstract--In this paper, a novel zero-chirp Z-cut LiNbO 3
optical modulator using ferroelectric polarization reversal and a
branch electrode is proposed. The optical modulator with a Tidiffused optical waveguide had a very small chirp parameter,
which was less than 0.02. The performance showed a preferable
10-Gb/s eye opening and bias stability.
Index Terms--Broadband, chirp, LiNbO3, optical modulator,
polarization reversal (PR).

I. INTRODUCTION
LiNbO3 (LN) optical modulators with Ti-diffused waveguides have been used for long-haul communication systems
because of their high performance and high reliability. LN
modulators also look promising for next-generation systems,
such as carrier-suppressed return-to-zero (CS-RZ) systems
and intensity-modulation differential phase-shift keying (IMDPSK) systems [1], [2], other than conventional non-RZ
(NRZ) systems. Because these next-generation systems require
that optical modulators have almost zero chirp, Z-cut dualelectrode (DE-) Mach–Zehnder LN modulators (MZMs) or
X-cut MZMs have been used conventionally. Z-cut DE-MZMs
can be used with differential output drivers, by adjusting phases
and amplitude of electrical signals precisely. X-cut MZMs can
be driven using single-ended drivers, but driving voltages in
X-cut MZMs are larger than those in Z-cut MZMs, in general.
Recently, Z-cut LN-LiTaO 3 Optical modulators with zero
chirp and single electrode were reported using a polarizationreversal (PR) technique [3]–[5]. These modulators have potentialities to be driven by single-ended drivers with driving
voltages lower than these in X-cut MZMs. Murata proposed
a single-sideband modulator with a traveling-wave electrode
and a periodical PR; however, the modulator had a narrowband
operation because of a quasi-velocity-matching technique [3].
Courjal et al. proposed a chirp-adjusted MZM with electrode
inversion and a PR structure. The chirp parameter of the modulator depends on modulated frequencies because of the electrical loss [4]. These modulators are not suitable for the systems
where very small chirps are required in a wide frequency range.
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Fig. 1. Schematic figure of a Z-cut LiNbO3 modulator with a PR structure
and a branch electrode.

Fig. 2. Cross section of the proposed modulator in Fig. 1.

In this paper, we designed and fabricated a novel zero-chirp
Z-cut Ti:LiNbO3 optical modulator with a ferroelectric PR
technique and a branch-electrode structure [5]. The optical
modulator showed broadband optical modulation and high reliability for practical communication systems.
II. STRUCTURE OF MODULATOR
The schematic figures of the proposed modulator are shown
in Figs. 1 and 2. The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 3.
A branch electrode, consisting of a feeder and two modulating electrodes, is located on Ti-diffused Mach-Zehnder waveguides. The ferroelecinc polarization direction of the LN
substrate is opposite at each modulating electrode section, as
shown in Fig. 2. The electrical signal applied from the feeder is
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Fig. 3.
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Equivalent circuit of the proposed modulator.

divided into two signals on the modulating electrodes ElA and
ElB With the same phases and the same amplitude because of
the symmetric structure of ElA and ElB .
The optical phase shifts φA and φB in the optical waveguide
WGA and WGB can be expressed by

where c is the speed of light, λ0 the wavelength of light, nm the
refractive index of the microwave on the modulating electrode,
n o the refractive index of the lightwave, a the attenuation
constant of the modulating electrode, s the gap between the
signal electrode and the ground plane, L the length of the
modulating electrode, Γ the overlap integral between the optical
field of the lightwave and the electrical field induced by the
electrode, r33 the electrooptic coefficient, Zf the characteristic
impedance of the feeder, ZL the characteristic impedance of the
modulating electrode, Vin the amplitude of the input voltage,
and f the frequency of the input voltage. The amplitude of
the voltages is the same and the polarization directions of the
substrate have opposite signs on ElA and ElB . Thus, the relation
between φA and φB is expressed by

The chirp parameter α0 in a small-signal operation can be
defined by [6]

Because the relation between φ A and φ B is given by (2),
α0 of the proposed modulator is independent of modulating
frequencies .
III. DESIGN
We calculated the parameters of the modulating electrode:
impedance ZL , effective microwave index nm, and attenuation constant a as a function of the gap s, by using a finite element method (FEM), HP HFSS ver.5.4. The following
parameters were used for numeric calculations: εsio2 = 3.98;

Fig. 4. Calculated index difference n m - n o between the microwave on the
electrode and the lightwave on the waveguides, impedance ZL , and attenuation
constant a of the modulating electrode, as a function of the gap s where the
signal-electrode width w = 5 µm and the electrode height tEl = 22 µm.

ε LiNbO 3 X = 43.0; ε LiNbO 3 Z = 28.0; and σ El = 4.3 ⫻ l0 7 Ω .
m–1 . εSiO2 denotes dielectric constant of SiO2, and εLiNbO3X
and ε LiNbO 3 Z denote dielectric constants of LiNbO 3 in Xand Z-directions, respectively. σEl denotes conductivity of the
electrode (Au).
Here, we assume a signal-electrode width w of 5 µm and
an electrode height tEl of 22 µm, The calculated results are
shown in Fig. 4. n m – n o in Fig. 4(a) denotes the index
difference between the microwave on the electrodes and the
lightwave on the waveguides. As s increases, the capacitance
between the signal electrode and the ground plane decreases;
therefore Z L and n m – n o increase. As t SiO2 increases, the
effective dielectric constants of the substrate decrease; therefore
ZL increases, and nm – no decreases.
We examine optical response and electrical reflectivity of
the proposed modulator. The optical response M(f) in smallsignal optical modulation [7] is derived from (1), as follows
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Fig. 6.

Experimental resutts ot optical response and electrical reflectivity.

than 10 GHz and S11 was less than – 15 dB. We selected the
condition: the gap s was 50 µm, and the thickness tSiO2 was
1.6 µm, where ∆fopt was 11.6 GHz and S11 was – 15.3 dB.
IV. FABRICATION

Fig. 5. Catculated 3-dB modutation bandwidth ∆f opt and electrical reflectivities S 11 of the proposed modulator where the signal-electrode width
w = 5 µm, the height t El = 22 µm, and the modulating-electrode length
L = 40 mm.

where

We define 3-dB modulation bandwidth ∆fopt , where M(fopt)
is –3 dB.
In the branch-electrode structure, the total characteristic impedance of modulating electrodes is ZL /2, as shown in Fig. 3 .
We design the modulating electrode to match with the feeder;
therefore ZL should be of high impedance, ideally 100 Ω. But
the practical ZL is not high, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The electrical
reflectivity S11 of the modulating electrodes is defined by

Fig. 5 shows the calculated dependences of ∆fopt and S11 on
the gap s. ∆fopt becomes larger as the gap decreases because
the index difference approaches zero, as shown in Fig. 4(a).
This result showed n m – n o had an impact on ∆f opt . S 11
becomes smaller as the gap increases because ZL approaches
100 Ω, as shown in Fig. 4(b). In this letter, we considered a
practical 10-Gb/s optical modulator, where ∆fopt was more

At first, Mach–Zehnder waveguides for a light wavelength
of 1.55 µm were fabricated. We selected Ti-diffusion method
considering the bias stability [8]. In the second step, rectangular
windows of photoresist on the + Z plane were pattemed to
define polarization-reversed sections. We used a transparent
liquid-electrode system consisting of the transparent plastic
plates and O rings for the selected area poling [9]. A high voltage pulse of 22 kV/mm was applied through liquid electrodes
at room temperature. An SiO2 buffer layer was deposited on
the wafer by the conventional vapor deposition method, and
finally branch electrodes were defined by photolithography and
electro plating.
Two types of DE-MZMs were also fabricated on the same
wafer as references: one was a DE-MZM without a PR section
(nonpoled DE-MZM) and the other was a DE-MZM with a PR
section (PR DE-MZM).
V. CHARACTERIZATIONS
The extinction ratio of the fabricated modulator was more
than 30 dB at the directional coupler. The total insertion
loss including coupling loss from the pigtailed fibers, was
3.5 dB . These properties were similar with those of nonpoled
DE-MZMs. The driving voltages of both arms of PR DE-MZM,
with and without a PR section, were the same. These results
suggest that the poling process does not affect the quality of the
primary LN substrate.
The optical response of the fabricated modulator was measured to 20 GHz by an optical component analyzer (Agilent
86030A) at a wavelength of 1.55 µm, as shown in Fig. 6.
The response curve was very smooth without any dips. The
electrical reflectivity was less than – 12 dB up to 20 GHz.
Any degradation of electrical reflections caused by the branchelectrode structure was not observed.
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Fig. 7.
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Optical eye diagram with 2 – 1 PRBS at 10 Gb/s.
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Fig. 9. Acceleration test of dc drift at 85 ˚C. The operation time of 1 d at
85 ˚C is equivalent to 1 year at 30 ˚C.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel zero-chirp and broadband Z-cut
Ti:LiNbO3 modulator with a PR structure and a branch electrode was proposed. The optical response and the electrical
reflectivity satisfied requirements for 10-Gb/s operations. The
driving voltage of the proposed modulator with the 4-cm electrode length was 4.1 V at 10 Gb/s. It is expected that the driving
voltage is reduced by adopting a ridge structure [11] into the
proposed modulator.
The modulator operated at 10 Gb/s with a very small chirp
parameter of less than 0.02 and showed high dc-bias stability.
The modulator will work stably for a long time similar with
commercial LN modulators.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Fig. 8. Frequency chirp in 10-Gb/s intensity modutation.

Fig. 7 shows the optical eye diagram recorded from the
231 – 1 pseudorandom bit sequence (PRBS) at the 10-Gb/s
operation. The eye opening was good and stable. The dynamic
extinction ratio was confirmed to be 14.6 dB with a 4.1 Vp–p
modulation. The time jitter [root mean square value (rms)] was
as small as 1.4 ps.
The chirp parameter was less than 0.02 measured by the
fiber-response method [10]. In addition, the dynamic chirp at a
10-Gb/s digital signal was measured by an optical chirp testset
(ADVANTEST Q7607). The optical signal modulated by the
proposed modulator caused no chirp, as shown in Fig. 8.
To estimate dc-bias stability for long-time use, acceleration
tests were carried out at 85 ˚C for 1 d. The applied dc voltage
has shifted within 30% of initial applied voltage (3.5 V) and
saturated as shown in Fig. 9. The operation time of 1 d at
85 ˚C is equivalent to 1 year at 30 ˚C, assuming activation
energy of 1.0 eV [8]. No difference for dc-drift characteristics
was observed between the proposed modulator and a nonpoled
DE-MZM.
These properties are practical in use for conventional
long-haul communication and next-generation systems.
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